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Intermediate energy physics

• Pion in nuclei, pionic modes in nuclei

• Nuclear (spin-isospin) responses

Neutrino

physics

Pion goldstone boson of 

broken Chiral Symmetry

Order parameter:

quark condensate

Evolution of the order parameters: quark condensate

Fluctuations of the quark condensate: chiral susceptibility

Scalar field,  pion loop and confinement in nuclear physics 



Pion propagation in nuclear matter

•In-medium pion propagator

At high energy the strength function  is 

dominated by two (collective) excitations

-The pionic branch W1

-The Delta branch W2

Not badly approximated by a two-level model

Softening of the 

pion dispersion rel.

vacuum

(EELL)

•Ericson-Ericson: analogy with light propagation in matter

Dipole excitation vs spin-isospin (Delta) excitation



q=200 MeV
Pionic 

branch

Related quantity: the (longitudinal) spin-isospin response

D branch

Finite nuclei calculation



(3He,T): Shift of the strength 

attributed to the pionic branch

No-medium effect

(transverse spin)

RPA response

J. Delorme 
P. Guichon

16O

w = 0.812 qExperimental evidence: (3He,T), SATURNE

To be compared with

Pionic branch



Response functions

Just a few diagrams !



Neutrino-nucleus interaction
Nucleus as detector for

neutrino physics
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Pion cloud and chiral restoration

Dropping of the quark condensate

Full pion nucleon sigma term

Pion cloud contribution

Eighties : pion content (excess) in nuclei: Collective pionic modes, EMC effect

Enhancement  factor of the forward compton amplitude on nuclei: from 

pion cloud (M.E, Rosa-Clot)

Soft  pion-nucleus amplitude (M.E, G.C)

Dispersive analysis, pion photoproduction data:
Lattice data

(A.W. Thomas)



Relative decrease of the 

quark condensate

T= 10 to 150 MeV

Virtual pion cloud

+Thermal pions



Scalar susceptibility at finite density

•Contribution of low energy 

nuclear excitations

•Increase  the range of scalar 

density fluctuations

Decrease m*s

Increase cs



PSEUDOSCALAR

SCALAR

Pion loop enhancement

Downwards shift ot the strength

(TAPS data, Valencia group calculation)

Two-pion states in nuclear and hadronic matter: Original idea: Softening of the pion 

dispersion relation: Modification (softening ) of the two-pion states

•Scalar-isoscalar modes (s  channel)

Scalar p-p modes (chiral partner of the pion)

softened at finite r

Indicator: QCD scalar susceptibility

?

Chiral

restoration

TemperatureDensity



•Vector mesons and axial-vector mixing

Rho meson propagator from the 

Vector dominance phenomenology

+ direct coupling 

of the rho to 

resonances

Mixing of Vector correlator with  axial 

vector correlator driven by p cloud

Generalization at finite r of Dey-Eletski_-Ioffe

NA60

Mechanism for partial 

chiral restoration !



Pion F (Ξ orthoradial mode): phase fluctuation

Chiral invariant scalar S field: amplitude (radial)  fluctuation

We identify S with the « s meson » of nuclear physics and relativistic   (Walecka) 

theories, i.e., the background attractive scalar field at  the origin of the binding

Nuclear medium: « shifted » vacuum characterized by the scalar field S

THE CHIRAL CIRCLE

Basic  modes: fields associated with fluctuations of the condensate

Scalar field in nuclear physics

Coupling of the nucleon MN(S)  to the scalar field :



Chiral effective potential 

generates attractive tadpole s s
s

•Cure: The nucleon reacts against the nuclear 

scalar field:  quark confinement mechanism

The scalar response of the nucleon generates three-body repulsive forces 

which stabilize nuclear  matter  (from lattice, or nucleon modelling)

Mean-field (Hartree)

TOTAL

Fock

Correlation energy

Mean-field + Pion loop

+ short range correlation

No true free parameter!

Matter

instability

•Problems



The relevant questions

•Status of the background scalar field: difficult to avoid starting from chiral symmetry 

breaking in vacuum (NJL)

•The real question is its relevance for nuclear matter studies: nucleon structure problem

balance between chiral symmetry breaking and confinement in nucleon mass origin

•Pure confinement (bag): the chiral invariant scalar field just decouples from nucleon

•Pure cSB (additive NJL, chiral soliton): no scalar response, no matter stability

•Mixed origin: positive scalar response, gS decreases with density

In short an (important ?)  part of the 

saturation mechanism is associated 

with the progressive decoupling of the 

nucleon to the scalar field associated

with the dropping of the chiral 

condensate.

Delicate balance between ChiSB 

(sufficient binding) and confinement

(scalar response)
(M-M0) / M0 = s / Fp

Quark-diquark



Happy birthday, 
Magda and Torleif

It was (and still is ) a great pleasure 
To have  been « captured »

by the Ericson-Ericson correlated cluster


